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Abstract
In this paper we propose and evaluate new graphical
password schemes that exploit features of graphical
input displays to achieve better security than textbased passwords. Graphical input devices enable
the user to decouple the position of inputs from the
temporal order in which those inputs occur, and we
show that this decoupling can be used to generate
password schemes with substantially larger (memorable) password spaces. In order to evaluate the security of one of our schemes, we devise a novel way
to capture a subset of the \memorable" passwords
that, we believe, is itself a contribution. In this work
we are primarily motivated by devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) that o er graphical
input capabilities via a stylus, and we describe our
prototype implementation of one of our password
schemes on such a PDA, namely the Palm PilotTM .

1 Introduction
For the vast majority of computer systems, passwords are the method of choice for authenticating
users. It is well-known, however, that passwords
are susceptible to attack: users tend to choose passwords that are easy to remember, and often this
means that they are also easy for an attacker to
obtain by searching for candidate passwords. In
one case study of 14,000 Unix passwords, almost

25% of the passwords were found by searching for
words from a carefully formed \dictionary" of only
3  106 words [12]. This relatively high success rate
is not unusual despite the fact that there are roughly
2  1014 8-character passwords consisting of digits
and upper and lower case letters alone.
In this paper we explore an approach to user authentication that generalizes the notion of a textual
password and that, in many cases, improves the security of user authentication over that provided by
textual passwords. We design and analyze graphical
passwords, which can be input by the user to any
device with a graphical input interface. A graphical password serves the same purpose as a textual
password, but can consist, for example, of handwritten designs (drawings), possibly in addition to text.
The devices by which we are primarily motivated
are \personal digital assistants" (PDAs) such as the
Palm PilotTM , Apple NewtonTM , Casio Cassiopeia
E-10TM, and others, which allow users to provide
graphics input to the device via a stylus. More generally, graphical passwords can be used whenever a
graphical input device, such as a mouse, is available.
To the best of our knowledge, the notion of a
\graphical password" is due to Blonder [4]. That
work proposed a password scheme in which the user
is presented with a predetermined image on a visual
display and required to select one or more predetermined positions (\tap regions") on the displayed
image in a particular order to indicate his or her
authorization to access the resource. Beyond this

proposal, however, [4] did not further explore the
power of graphical passwords or argue security for
its particular proposal.
In this paper we considerably advance the theory
and practice of graphical passwords. We take as a
main criterion the need to evaluate graphical passwords' security relative to that of textual passwords.
We design two graphical password schemes that we
believe to be more secure than textual passwords
(and more secure than the scheme of [4]), and we
employ novel analysis techniques to make this argument. Moreover, we describe our implementation of
one of our graphical password schemes on the Palm
Pilot.
The graphical password schemes that we propose
derive their strength from the following observation:
a graphical interface for providing input enables the
user to decouple the positions of the inputs from
their temporal order. This is in contrast to textual
passwords input via a keyboard: here, the temporal
order in which the user types characters uniquely determines their position in the password. However,
in a graphical password, e.g., consisting of several
drawn lines, the nal position of each line can be
determined independently of the temporal order in
which the lines are drawn. We show that this independence between input position and order can
be used to build interesting new password schemes,
and in some cases obtain authentication that is convincingly stronger than textual passwords but not
signi cantly harder to remember.
The rst graphical password scheme builds directly
on textual password schemes, by enhancing the input of textual passwords using graphical techniques.
In this case, if we assume the same underlying distribution on the choice of the password, the graphical
password is at least as strong as the textual password that underlies it, and even a conservative estimate of the variations introduced by the graphical
input yields a substantial improvement in strength
over the purely textual version. We propose and
implement a second scheme, called \draw a secret"
(DAS), which is purely graphical; the user draws a
secret design (the password) on a grid. Here, to argue an improvement over textual passwords, we dene a class of DAS passwords that, we believe, captures a small subset of the memorable ones. This
class consists of those passwords that can be generated by a short program in a simple grid-based
language. We do not argue that every memorable
password has a short program to describe it, but

that passwords describable by short programs are
memorable. We show that even this subset of memorable DAS passwords is larger than the dictionaries
of textual passwords to which a high percentage of
passwords typically belong.
Throughout this paper we focus on graphical passwords that are exactly repeatable by the user. This
distinguishes our work from all works on graphical
pattern recognition of which we are aware (see Section 4), where it suces for the device to recognize an input as being \suciently similar" to|but
not necessarily the same as|a previously stored input. Because pattern recognition schemes require
the storage of (some representation of) the plaintext password on the device, the password is vulnerable to an attacker who captures and probes the
device. In contrast, because graphical passwords are
repeatable, our schemes can derive a secret key, e.g.,
to encrypt and decrypt les, without need to store
the password on the device. This protects both the
password and the encrypted content from the attacker if the device falls into the attacker's hands.
The rest of this paper is outlined as follows: In Section 2, we present textual passwords with graphical assistance. In Section 3, we proceed to purely
graphical passwords with a scheme called \drawa-secret" (DAS). Section 3.2 shows our design and
implementation of a memo pad encryption scheme
based on DAS. Section 3.3 proposes novel ways to
analyze and estimate the security of DAS and graphical passwords in general. In Section 4 we overview
other password schemes, unrelated to graphical
passwords, but putting our work in a larger context.
Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2 Textual Passwords with Graphical
Assistance
In this section we present a password selection and
input scheme which uses textual passwords augmented by some minimal graphical capabilities that
enable the decoupling of temporal order of input
and the position in which characters are input. This
scheme is interesting because it simply demonstrates
the power of graphical input abilities while yielding
a scheme that is convincingly stronger than textual
passwords are today.
We start by de ning a normal, k-character textual

password as a total function  : f1; : : : ; kg ! A,
where A is the set of allowed characters for the textual password. Intuitively, the domain of  denotes
the temporal order of inputs, so that the user rst
enters (1), then (2), and so on. That is, for a
password \tomato", we have (1) = t, (2) = o,
(3) = m, (4) = a, (5) = t, and (6) = o.
Now suppose that the user is presented with a simple graphical input display consisting of, say, eight
positions into which to enter a textual password,
as illustrated in Figure 1. In this gure, step 0 is
the initial row of blanks, and steps 1{6 indicate the
temporal order in which the user lls in the blanks;
i.e., (i) is entered in row i. The password can
be placed in the \normal", left-to-right positions as
shown in Figure 1a. Due to the graphical nature
of the input interface, however, the user could enter
the password in other positions, as well. For example, Figure 1b shows a modi cation in which the
user enters the password in a left-to-right manner,
but starting from a di erent initial position than the
leftmost. Figure 1c shows entering the password in
an \outside-in" strategy. And, of course, these variations can be combined in the obvious way, as shown
in Figure 1d.
Formally, a k-character graphical password in this
scheme can be de ned by a total function 0 :
f1; : : : ; kg ! A  f1; : : : ; mg, where m  k is the
number of positions into which characters can be entered (m = 8 in Figure 1). If 0 (i) = (c; j ), then this
means that the i-th entry (temporally) is the character c in position j . A conventional textual password
, entered in the standard left-to-right way, can be
expressed in this scheme as a graphical password
0 where 0 (i) = ((i); i). But as shown in Figure 1, more generally we can have variations 0 in
which 0 (i) = ((i); j ) and i 6= j . In fact, it is easy
to see that each k-character conventional password
 yields m!=(m , k)! graphical passwords 0 , and
indeed this is the factor by which the size of the
graphical password space exceeds the k-character
conventional password space. This can be a relatively large number: e.g., for k = 8 and m = 10,
this factor is approximately 2  106.
Of course, there are far fewer than 2  106 variations of each 8-character password that are memorable for human users. However, it is easy to derive
a convincing lower bound on the improvement this
achieves over a conventional password scheme. It is
conservative to assume that the m positional rotations of a password, plus perhaps a handful of oth-

ers (e.g., reversal, outside-in, inside-out, evens-thenodds, odds-then-evens), and combinations thereof,
are memorable, because the choices of position involved in these cases can be derived from simple
algorithms that are more memorable than the positions themselves. (We will return to this characteristic of memorability in the next section.) The attacker's work load will thus be increased by a factor
of at least m. An important feature of this scheme is
that it is at least as strong as the initial textual password that was chosen by the user, assuming that
users do not reduce the size of the space of character sequences that they choose in response to the
need to remember a positional order.
There are a number of steps that we can take to
make this scheme more usable. First, to maximize
the ease of inputting passwords with varied position, each character should be echoed once the user
places it in a position, at least with a nondescript
character (e.g., \") but preferably with the letter
itself. This is a departure from most password-input
interfaces, which echo at most a nondescript character in order to protect the password from onlooking persons. However, for the platforms by which
we are primarily motivated, i.e., hand-held PDAs
such as the Palm Pilot, it is much easier to shield
the screen from onlookers entirely. Going further,
the interface might allow the user to rst enter the
password \normally" (left-to-right), and then drag
each character to its nal position.
Inevitably, there are numerous variations on the
scheme presented here. One direction includes arranging the k input positions in some other way
than a straight line (e.g., a grid), to promote other
variations in position. Rather than pursuing these
options here, we instead explore a purely graphical
approach.

3 The Draw-a-Secret (DAS) Scheme
In this section we present a purely graphical password selection and input scheme, which we call
\draw a secret" (DAS). In this scheme, the password
is a simple picture drawn on a grid. This approach is
alphabet independent, thus making it equally accessible for speakers of any language. Users are freed
from having to remember any kind of alphanumeric
string.
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Figure 1: Variations on inputting tomato. The word tomato can be input in the \normal" left to right
manner as shown in (a). Step 0 is the initial row of blanks, and steps 1{6 indicate the temporal order in
which the user lls in the blanks. In addition, however, the user can vary the position of the letters in
tomato. Figure (b) demonstrates shifting the input left by one, (c) represents an outside-in input strategy,
and (d) is the combination of these.
The most compelling reason for exploring the use
of a picture-based password scheme is that humans seem to possess a remarkable ability for recalling pictures (i.e., line drawings and real objects).
The \picture e ect", that is, the e ect of pictorial and object representations on a variety of measures of learning and memory has been studied for
decades [7, 27, 25, 30, 5]. Cognitive scientists have
shown that there is a substantial improvement of
performance in recall and recognition with pictorial
representations of to-be-remembered material than
for verbal representations.
Superiority in recall of objects over words in immediate recall and over short retention intervals has
been demonstrated through a number of experiments. Empirical evidence of the power of pictures
over words dates back to the 1800s; experiments
performed by Calkins [7] showed the recall of words
declining by 50% or more over a 72 hour retention
interval, and recall of objects dropping by less than
20% over the same period. Studies exhibiting strikingly high di erences in memory recall of pictures
over words have since been replicated on numerous
occasions [27, 30, 22, 6]. Some theories that have
been proposed to explain these experimental results
are outlined in Appendix A.

3.1 Password Selection and Input
Consider an interface consisting of a rectangular
grid of size G  G. Each cell in this grid is denoted by discrete rectangular coordinates (x; y) 2
[1::G]  [1::G]. Suppose that the the user is given
a stylus with which she can draw a design on this
grid. The drawing is then mapped to a sequence of
coordinate pairs by listing the cells through which
the drawing passes in the order in which it passes
through them, with a distinguished coordinate pair
inserted in the sequence for each \pen up" event,
i.e., whenever the user lifts the stylus from the drawing surface. For example, consider the drawing in
Figure 2. Here, the coordinate sequence generated
by this drawing is
(2; 2); (3; 2); (3; 3); (2; 3); (2; 2); (2; 1); (5; 5)
where (5; 5) is the distinguished \pen up" indicator. If there were a second stroke in this example,
then its sequence would be appended to the end
of the sequence above, and similarly for subsequent
strokes. In this way, we divide the space of possible
drawings into equivalence classes, two drawings being equivalent if they have the same encoding, or in
other words if they cross the same sequence of grid

cells, with the breaks between strokes occurring in
the same places.
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Figure 2: Input of a graphical password on a 4  4
grid. The drawing is mapped to a sequence of coordinate pairs by listing the cells in the order which
the stylus passes through them, with a distinguished
coordinate pair inserted in the sequence whenever
the stylus is lifted from the drawing surface.
First we give some terminology. We de ne the
neighbors, N( ), of a cell (x; y) to be the subset of
the set of cells f(x , 1; y); (x +1; y); (x; y , 1); (x; y +
1)g whose elements exist in the grid. We then dene a stroke to be a sequence of cells fc g, in which
c 2 N ,1 , and which does not contain a \pen up"
event. A password is then de ned to be a sequence
of strokes separated by \pen up" events. The length
of a stroke is the number of coordinate pairs it contains, while the total length of a password is the sum
of the lengths of its component strokes (excluding
the \pen up" characters).
x;y

i

i

ci

As with the scheme of Section 2, this scheme is most
viable if the user's strokes are echoed as curves while
they are drawn. Again we appeal to the maneuverability of the devices we are targeting (i.e., PDAs)
to support the restriction that the user must shield
the input display from onlookers.
Our requirement of repeatability constrains the parameters of this scheme. As long as the user's current drawing lies in the same equivalence class as
the original drawing, she has successfully repeated
a chosen password. In general, this gives the user
sucient tolerance when (involuntarily) varying the
drawing, provided that the cells of the grid are not
too small. Indeed, this was the purpose of separating the drawings into equivalence classes to begin
with. Diculties might arise however, when the
user chooses a drawing that contains strokes that

pass too close to a grid-line. In those cases, the user
might vary the drawing in such a way as to change
the resulting sequence of coordinates. There are at
least two solutions to this problem: (1) The user is
o ered to view the internal representation, depicting the path of cells, when she chooses a password
so that she can con rm which cells were actually
touched by the drawing. (2) The system does not
accept a drawing which contains strokes that are
located \too close" to a grid line. In the implementation, described in Section 3.2, we o er both
alternatives.

3.2 Application of DAS: An Encryption
Tool for a PDA
Our graphical password schemes are motivated primarily by PDAs that o er graphical input capabilities. We now describe our implementation of a
memo pad encryption tool for the Palm Pilot that
uses a user-input graphical password to derive the
encryption key. The Pilot supports a very natural
form of graphical input, and as such, provides an
ideal platform for implementing the DAS scheme.
Either of the schemes of Sections 2 and 3 could be
used to enter the password. Here we illustrate our
tool using the DAS scheme.
In our tool, an encryption/decryption key is derived from a DAS password (i.e., its sequence of coordinates) as follows: Let B be a bit string that
represents the sequence of coordinates (including
the unique \pen up" indicator). The key k is dened as k = h(B) where h is the cryptographic
hash function SHA-1. This key derivation assures
that two distinct coordinate sequences are transformed (with high probability) into two distinct,
xed-length keys. Triple-DES1 is then used to encrypt and decrypt data records stored on the PDA,
using keys derived from k.
Key selection is as follows: the user is prompted
with an empty grid to input the password design.
Once the password is entered, k is derived and a
pre-de ned phrase p is encrypted (as E (p)) and
stored on the PDA. On repeat access, the user is
prompted again with the empty grid, upon which
she draws the same design. A symmetric key k0 is
derived and an attempt is made to decrypt E (p).
If it results in p, then k0 = k and the password
k

k

1

Based on Ian Goldberg's port of SSLeay for the Pilot (see

http://www.isaac.cs.berkeley.edu/pilot).

(and key) is accepted. The user then can proceed
to encrypt/decrypt data records. k is deleted from
the PDA at the latest when the PDA is powered o .
An adversary who captures the PDA can presumably obtain all of the ciphertext encrypted under
k, and since p is either public or stored in plaintext on the device, the adversary has at least one
known plaintext/ciphertext pair with which to attack E . For a strong encryption scheme E , however,
the best bet for the attacker remains to guess the
original password, which, as we will show in Section 3.3, on average is likely to be much harder than
if the attacker were faced with attacking a textual
password.
The interface for our DAS implementation is shown
in Figure 3. Our application shares the database
of the memopad application, and allows a user to
encrypt/decrypt records in the database based on a
user speci ed drawing. The encryption tool for the
Palm Pilot is available from http://cs.nyu.edu/
fabian/pilot/gpw.html.

3.3 Security of the DAS Scheme
We de ne the information content of a password
space as the entropy of the probability distribution
over that space given by the relative frequencies of
the passwords that users actually choose. Information content is the correct measure for describing
diculty of attack, since it determines the optimal
choices to be made when trying di erent possibilities for a password.
High information content renders a password
scheme more or less invulnerable. For example, if
users did in fact choose passwords uniformly from
the space of all textual passwords, successful attacks
would be extremely unlikely. What is it that renders such attacks successful in practice? There are
two factors. The rst is that in reality users do not
choose their passwords uniformly. If we assume that
the data collected in Klein's study [12] is representative of the general population, then users in fact
use only 10,8 of the possible passwords 25% of the
time. Such a distribution is highly peaked, and the
information content of the textual password space
is correspondingly reduced.
However, the fact that users do not pick passwords
uniformly is in itself not sucient to make password

guessing attacks successful. The second factor that
renders textual passwords vulnerable is that the attacker has signi cant knowledge of the distribution
of user passwords, and can use that knowledge to
her advantage. In the case of textual passwords,
this knowledge includes information about speci c
peaks in the distribution (users often choose passwords based on their own name), and information
about gross properties (words in the English dictionary are likely to be chosen). Without information
about the distribution, an attacker would be no better o than if users were in fact choosing uniformly.
Due to the dependence of the security of a scheme on
the passwords that users choose in practice, a new
password scheme can not be proven better than an
old scheme. Performing trials on subjects in order
to learn the distribution of user passwords for a new
scheme is impractical for such large sample spaces.
In the case of textual passwords, learning the knowledge that attackers routinely use would correspond
to trying to learn the English dictionary (among
others) given no prior knowledge of the types of letter combinations used in English, by having subjects type in 8-character passwords. In the absence
of such objective proof, we present three plausibility arguments that suggest that the DAS scheme
is considerably harder to crack than the conventional textual scheme. Two of these are estimates of
the information content of the DAS password space,
which we argue improves on the information content
available with textual passwords. The third argument discusses the e ect that lack of knowledge of
the distribution of user choices has on an attacker.

3.3.1 The Size of the Password Space
First we consider the raw size of the password space,
or in other words, its information content assuming
users are equally likely to pick any element as their
password. The raw size is an upper bound on the
information content of the distribution that users
choose in practice. We need some way to delimit the
password space in order to obtain a nite answer, or
in probabilistic terms, a way to ascribe probability
zero to an in nite subset of passwords, leaving a
nite subset that we will count. We assume that all
passwords of total length (as de ned in Section 3.1)
greater than some xed value have probability zero.
We compute the size (Lmax ; G) of the space of
passwords of total length less than or equal to Lmax
on a grid of size G  G.  is de ned in terms of the

(a) User inputs desired secret

(b) Internal representation

(c) Raw bit string

(d) Interface to database

(e) Re-entry of (incorrect) secret

(f) Authorization failed

Figure 3: A password is created by drawing the secret on the display as shown in (a). Both the internal
representation of the input password showing the cells covered by the user's drawing and the derived key
are depicted in (b) and (c) respectively. To apply a symmetric cryptographic function to records in the
database (shown in (d)), the user selects the records and then re-inputs the DAS password. If the encryption
of a known cleartext with the input password matches the stored ciphertext created during initialization,
then the symmetric cryptographic routine, E (x), is applied to the selected records. Otherwise, the user is
prompted to re-enter the DAS secret.
k

number of passwords with total length equal to L,

P (L; G) by:

(Lmax ; G) =

max
X

L

=1

P (L; G)

L

In turn, P (L; G) can be de ned in terms of N (l; G),
the number of strokes of length equal to l by:

P (L; G) =

=
X
l

L

=1

P (L , l; G)N (l; G)

l

That is, a new stroke of length l may be added to
any shorter password of length L , l to make a password of total length L. By de ning P (0; G) = 1, we
complete the de nition of the recurrence, once we
have given an expression for N (l; G).

The following recurrence relation de nes N (l; G).
Let n(x; y; l; G) be the number of strokes of length
l ending at the cell (x; y) in a grid of size G  G.
Then N can be de ned in terms of n by

N (l; G) =

X

(x;y)2[1::G][1::G]

n(x; y; l; G)

Clearly, 8(x; y) 2 [1::G]  [1::G]; n(x; y; 1; G) = 1.
Moreover, it is convenient to de ne 8(x; y) 62 [1::G]
[1::G]; n(x; y; l; G) = 0. The function n can then be
evaluated using the following recurrence:

n(x; y; l; G) = n(x , 1; y; l , 1; G)
+ n(x + 1; y; l , 1; G)
+ n(x; y , 1; l , 1; G)
+ n(x; y + 1; l , 1; G)

Putting the pieces together, we can calculate the
size of the password space. The results for di erent
upper bounds on total password length on a 5  5
grid are given in Table 1.
The data in Table 1 shows that the raw size of the
graphical password space surpasses that of textual
passwords for reasonable password con gurations.
While these numbers are encouraging, in practice
not all graphical passwords are equally likely to be
chosen by users, rendering a uniform distribution
overly optimistic. For example, although the number of passwords of length greater than or equal to
12 is already greater than the number of textual
passwords of 8 characters or less constructed from
the printable ASCII codes (958  253 ), this includes
all possible combinations of twelve isolated dots.
In order to obtain a more realistic estimate of the
information content, in the following section we suggest a model in which we characterize passwords as
being \memorable" in terms of the programs which
generate them.

3.3.2 Modeling User Choice

in the abstract. It is only because the semantic
content of many character combinations has been
established by the common use of a written language that we can talk about such content at all. In
the DAS scheme, there are obvious password components that have meaning, but it is impossible a
priori to identify exactly which passwords will have
semantic content, and to how many users, precisely
because it is not a representation with meanings established by common use.

Memorability based on simple shapes The

rst set of \memorable" passwords that we de ne is
a subset of those passwords that might reasonably
be expected to carry meaning. We look at all strokes
in the form of rectangles, and show that by combining two such strokes, we already reach the size of
the dictionaries used to crack textual schemes. To
be more precise, consider the set of rectangles within
a G  G grid. Since a rectangle can be de ned by
two rows (the top and bottom edges of the rectangle) and two columns (the left and right edges), it is
clear that the number R(G) of rectangles on a G  G
grid is

 2
R(G) = G2 = 41 G2 (G , 1)2

We assume that the reason that users choose from
such a small subset of textual passwords is that
the passwords in that set are more memorable than
those outside it. That lack of imagination on the
part of the user is not the cause for the lack of variety is supported by the fact that system-generated
passwords have been so unsuccessful [2]. By making the same assumption about DAS passwords, we
can \reduce" our task to that of modeling the set of
\memorable" graphical passwords. If we can show
that this set, or some subset of it, has cardinality
larger than the dictionary of textual passwords from
which users typically choose, we can plausibly claim
that as far as information content goes, DAS is more
secure than conventional textual password schemes.
Here, we identify two such subsets using di erent
criteria of memorability, and show that the cardinalities of these sets do indeed satisfy the above criterion.

Each of these rectangles can be generated in many
ways. For example, the starting point of a stroke
can be at any of the corners, and the stroke direction
can be clockwise or counter-clockwise. This yields 8
possibilities for each rectangle. In addition, one can
choose whether to close the rectangle by returning
to the starting cell or not, again doubling the possibilities. On a 5  5 grid, this amounts to 1600 possible strokes. Two such strokes in succession gives
2:56  106 passwords, already roughly the size of the
textual dictionary that contained the passwords of
25% of users in Klein's study [12]. Clearly we can
generate a much larger set of passwords by considering variations on the theme of rectangles, or by
considering other Gestalt forms [33].

What constitutes a memorable password? In the
textual case, one obvious component is semantic
content. If the sequence of characters has a meaning for the user, the password is more likely to be
memorable [18, 27, 6]. This semantic de nition is
extremely hard, if not impossible, to characterize

The second set of passwords that we describe is
suggested by the discussion of text-based graphical passwords in Section 2, which pointed toward a
di erent de nition of memorability. There, a memorable sequence of positions seemed characterized
by the fact that there existed a short algorithm to

Memorability based on short algorithms

Lmax
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
log2 (# passwords) 5 10 14 19 24 29 33 38 43 48
Lmax
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
log2 (# passwords) 53 58 63 67 72 77 82 87 91 96
Table 1: Number of passwords of total length less than or equal to Lmax on a 5  5 grid.
describe the sequence. It is this de nition of memorable that we wish to apply here, since it can be
characterized in precise terms. We do not argue that
every memorable password has a short algorithm to
describe it, but that passwords describable by short
algorithms are memorable. We will show that the
cardinality of this subset of memorable passwords
is already larger than the dictionary of character
sequences from which users most often draw their
passwords, and that therefore, following the argument above, the DAS password scheme should be
harder to crack in practice than the conventional
textual scheme.
In order to characterize the \complexity" of the algorithm required to generate a DAS password, we
de ne a very simple language suited to the task of
describing DAS passwords. Then, we generate all
programs in this language whose complexity is at
most a chosen maximum. In order to avoid counting di erent programs that produce the same password twice, we then execute the generated programs
to output the passwords, which are then bucketed,
and distinct passwords counted. The result is the
number of DAS passwords generated by programs
of complexity at most the chosen maximum.
Before describing the results of this endeavor, we
give some details of the language in which we generated the programs. The grammar of the language
is as follows:2
program ! digit digit block
block ! statement block
statement ! instr j
repeat digit block end
instr ! up j down j right j

left j penup j pendown
digit ! 1 j 2 j 3 j 4 j 5

2 Those readers old enough to remember the APPLE II
will recognize that our language bears a striking resemblance
to LOGO [31].

The rst two digits represent a starting position.
The instructions up, down, left, and right move
the pen one square in the indicated direction. If the
pen is currently in the down position, then moving
in the speci c direction will draw a line. Otherwise,
the direction statement will merely move the pen
location. The pen begins in the up position. The
repeat statement is our iterator. We allow digit
values up to the number of grid squares on each
axis (i.e., 5 on a 5  5 grid) to indicate the number
of repetitions, although in principle a password consisting of more than 5 repetitions of something on
a 5  5 grid are possible (e.g., ten dots in the same
position).
To calculate the complexity for a given program, we
assign a complexity to each literal in our language.
We assign every statement and digit complexity one,
except for the end marker, which has complexity
zero. This means that repeat loops have a complexity of two (one for the repeat statement, and
one for the integer indicating the number of repetitions) plus the complexity of the repeated block.
In addition, the last penup statement of a program
is assigned a complexity of zero (lifting one's pen
from the surface at the end of entering a password
is dicult to forget). So, for example, there are no
programs of complexity only two, since the integers
describing the starting position of the program already consume a complexity of two without allowing
any pendown statements. The rst complexity of
which there are any programs is three|the two digits describing the initial starting position, followed
by a pendown|and the passwords generated by
programs of complexity three are simply those consisting of a single tap on one of the grid squares.
Note that our complexity calculations for programs
are very conservative, in the sense that even pen
movements between strokes (i.e., while the pen is
raised) are counted in the complexity of a program.
The results of using the above described procedure for counting the number of DAS passwords of
a given complexity on a 5  5 grid are shown in
Figure 4. As expected, this data shows that the

number of DAS passwords grows exponentially as
a function of the maximum complexity of the program. What is more interesting, however, is that
by extrapolation3 we see that the number of DAS
passwords generated by programs of only complexity 12 far surpasses the dictionary size of approximately 3  106 used in Klein's password-cracking
studies [12]. As a point of comparison, even just
tracing the outermost cells of a 5  5 grid to make a
square already requires a program of complexity at
least fteen in our simple language. And, obviously
this design and many other, more complex ones will
fall in the realm of memorable for most users. We
believe that this is compelling evidence that DAS
passwords, of which those generated by programs of
complexity at most twelve are but a very small subset, will be signi cantly harder to crack in practice
than textual passwords. Example DAS passwords
and the shortest programs that generate them are
given in Appendix B.
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Figure 4: Number of DAS passwords generated by
programs of small complexity on a 5  5 grid.

3.3.3 Lack of Knowledge of the Distribution
Given the size of typical password spaces, knowledge
of the distribution of user passwords is essential to
an adversary. Without such knowledge the adversary has no way of directing her search toward more
probable passwords, and is no better o than if users
really did pick their passwords uniformly from the
set of possibilities [8].
3 Calculating the exact number of \memorable" graphical passwords, as de ned by our language, for complexities
greater than 10 requires signi cantly more computational resources (and time) than we have available to us. An attacker wishing to build any such database will face similar
diculties.

Where did the knowledge of the distribution come
from in the case of textual passwords? For the most
part, dictionaries have been compiled by using reasonable assumptions about likely choices. The assumptions stem from the use of a shared language,
and shared knowledge of the semantic content of
words. For example, in the work of Klein [12] the
sources for likely passwords included the St. James
Bible, the Unix dictionary, and many other sources
of English words that were available to the author
precisely because they are a part of our language.
If these assumptions had turned out to be incorrect, textual password schemes would be extremely
dicult to break in practice.
The assumptions made about likely password
choices are strongly con rmed by Klein's work, and
by successful attacks on textual passwords, but conrmation of pre-existing dictionaries is not the same
as deriving a dictionary in the rst place by learning from example without prior knowledge. In the
case of textual passwords, this would mean learning the English dictionary (or some equivalent corpus of words) by collecting user passwords. This
would involve acquiring millions of veri ed passwords, and, as such, represents a signi cant challenge for a would-be adversary.
In the case of the DAS scheme, similar reasonable
assumptions about user choice do not exist. Furthermore, the learning task is made even more difcult by two factors. First, our previous arguments
suggest that both the space of passwords and the
space of likely user choices are considerably larger
than for textual passwords. Second, the platform
that we are targeting, PDAs, renders the task of
data collection much harder than on, e.g., networked
computers.

4 Prior Work
There is a considerable amount of prior work on authenticating users via graphical inputs to a device,
particularly handwritten signatures (see, e.g., [14,
13, 21]). None of these works strive for exact repeatability by the user, and therefore, a model of
the user's graphical input is stored on the device
and used to ascertain whether a new input is suciently similar to the previously-stored one to grant
access. This renders it essential to protect the device's (PDA's) storage from probes by an attacker.

In contrast, repeatability is achieved in our schemes,
thereby enabling designs in which the device, if captured, is of little help to the attacker (see Section 1).
The security of textual passwords has been examined by numerous researchers, notably [19, 12, 9,
29, 34]. Without exception, these studies reiterate
the fact that people choose passwords that are easy
to nd by automated search. In order to improve
the security of passwords, it is common practice for
system administrators to invoke reactive password
checkers to identify weak passwords [26, 20], or to
use proactive checkers to lter out certain classes of
weak passwords when the user inputs her password
for the rst time [3, 28].
A technique to improve the security of even a poorly
chosen password is to salt the password by prepending it with a random number, R, before hashing [19, 16]. The e ect is that the search space of
the attacker is increased by a factor of 2j j if the
attacker does not have access to the salts.
R

The techniques in this paper can be combined in
natural ways with the techniques discussed above
for strengthening textual passwords|i.e., proactive
and reactive password checking, and salting|to improve the security of graphical passwords, as well.
More distantly related is work on one-time passwords (e.g., [11]). One-time password schemes are
relevant primarily for network settings, to defend
against the threat of a network eavesdropper capturing password information in transit between the
user and a secure authentication server. To render
such eavesdropping harmless, a one-time password
scheme varies the user's password from each login
to the next in a way that only the user and the
server can predict, based on state shared between
the server and user. In the main setting we consider,
however, there is no network communication that is
vulnerable to eavesdropping, and consequently the
attacks with which we are concerned is the capture
and analysis of all stored state relevant to authentication (the PDA in our setting, or equivalently the
server's and client's states in the one-time password
setting). One-time password schemes of which we
are aware o er no bene t against this attacker over
traditional password schemes.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented graphical password schemes that
achieve better security than conventional textual
passwords. Our approaches exploit the input capabilities of graphical devices that allow us to decouple the position of inputs from the temporal order
in which they occur. We presented arguments for
the security of our schemes in which we analyzed
the information content of the resulting password
spaces. We also presented a novel approach for capturing the \memorability" of graphical passwords
by examining the class of DAS passwords generated
by short programs in a simple grid-based language,
and showed that even this relatively small subset of
graphical passwords (for some xed program complexity) constitutes a much larger password space
than the dictionaries of textual passwords to which
a high percentage of passwords typically belong.
For future work we are exploring alternative
schemes for modeling the memorability of DAS passwords that we hope will capture their high-level
structure more intuitively than our current models. The goal is to capture the concept of organized
drawings, in which the view of the whole is more
than just the sum of the individual parts that constitute it. For example, one can view a square as an
object in itself and not simply as an arrangement
of the individual lines from which it is composed.
In this way, we can de ne a set of primitive structures from which all \memorable" drawings can be
derived using meta-level compositions of these primitives. We hope to show that even this reduced set
of DAS passwords (for some reasonable number of
primitives) constitutes a larger space than that of
textual-based passwords, and as such will be significantly harder to crack in practice.
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A A Picture is Worth a Thousand
Words
Our \draw-a-secret" scheme is motivated by the
experimentally-proven fact that pictures are easier

to remember than words. Why are pictures easier
to recall? Four hypotheses have been o ered as explanations of picture-word di erences in recall:

 Common-code theory: this view of memory

and recall theorizes that pictures and words
access semantic information in a single conceptual system that is neither word-like or picturelike. This theory hypothesizes that pictures
and words both require analogous processing
before accessing semantic information, but pictures require less time than words for accessing
the common conceptual system. Common-code
theorists attribute better picture recall to differences in the encoding of pictures and words:
pictures share fewer common perceptual features among themselves and therefore need to
be discriminated from a smaller set of possible
alternatives than words. The greater number of
dictionary meanings or the greater lexical complexity of words create uncertainty and confusion, and hence poorer recall.
 Dual-code theory: unlike the common-code
approach, this theory postulates that language and knowledge of worlds are represented
in functionally distinct verbal and nonverbal
memory systems. The verbal system is specialized for dealing with linguistic information
whereas the non-verbal stores perceptual information. The most evident examples of dual
process theory can be found in experiences that
we have all had at some time or the other: we
meet someone, know them to be familiar but do
not know who they are; we recognize a melody,
but fail to remember its name or when or where
we heard it before; we read a line of a poem,
know it, but do not know where we have read
it before, much less the title or author of the
poem. In all these cases, we experience a sense
of familiarity, but have | at least at rst |
no access to any contextual or conceptual information [17].
Dual code theory suggests that there are qualitative di erences between the ways words and
pictures are processed during memory and hypothesizes that the reason for superior picture
memory is that pictures automatically engage
multiple representations and associations with
other knowledge about the world, thus encouraging a more elaborate encoding than occurs
with words [25, 23].
 Abstract-propositional theory: in contrast to

the dual-code approach, this theory rejects any
notion of sophisticated distinctions between
verbal and nonverbal modes of representation,
but instead describes representations of experience or knowledge in terms of an abstract set of
relations and states, called propositions. This
theory postulates that better free recall with
pictures may be due to even more elaborative
encoding e ects than those suggested by dualcode theorists. Propositional theorists view the
involvement of abstractive and interpretive processes in picture memory as the explanation for
the picture e ect [15]. Therefore, a series of
line drawings will be poorly remembered if a
subject is unable to interpret the drawings in a
meaningful way, whereas memory for the same
drawings, presented in the same way will be
much better if a conceptual interpretation is
provided, and it this interpretive process which
is responsible for better picture memory recall.
While the strongest evidence thus far for the picture e ect can be best explained by dual-code theory (see [17]), an understanding of picture memory
and the means by which we acquire and maintain
information about the visual environment is still an
ongoing challenge. Nonetheless, the research to date
provides strong arguments in terms of the memorability of drawings over words in recognition tasks
and hence its applicability to computer security.

B Example DAS Passwords
The examples illustrated in Figure 5 show a few
DAS passwords along with the shortest programs
which generate them (using the grammar outlined
in Section 3.3.2) and their respective complexities.

1 1
pendown
repeat 4
right
end
repeat 4
down
end
repeat 4
left
end
repeat 4
up
end
penup

(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)
2 2
pendown
repeat 2
right
down
left
end
penup
right
right
down
pendown
left
left
penup
repeat 4
up

end
right
right
pendown
left
left
penup

11
pendown
penup
repeat 4
right
end
pendown
penup
down
repeat 3
left
end
pendown
penup
right
right
pendown

repeat 2
penup
down
left
pendown
end
penup
right
right
pendown
penup
down
repeat 3
left
end
pendown
penup

(d)
repeat 4
right
end
pendown
penup

1 1
pendown
repeat 4
down
end
right
right
up
up
down
down
right
right
repeat 4
up
end
penup

1 1
repeat 2
pendown
down
right
up
penup
left
repeat 3
down
end
pendown
down
right
up
penup

repeat 3
up
end
right
end
pendown
repeat 4
down
end
penup

1 1
pendown
repeat 4
right
end
down
left
up
left
left
down
left
up
penup
repeat 3
down

end
repeat 4
right
end
pendown
down
repeat 4
left
end
up
right
down
left
left
up
right

penup
up
repeat 4
left
end
repeat 3
left
pendown
penup
end

(f)

Figure 5: The drawings above have complexities 15, 17, 24, 26, 39, and 42, respectively (recall that nal
pen-ups have zero cost).

